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   arrish is a burnt-out U.S. diplomat; his future buried in a performance evaluation somewhere. 
But when rumors of his mysterious powers spread, a grassroots Muslim following suddenly starts 
calling him “The Expected One”–the last thing America needed in Egypt. It didn’t help he had 
resurrected the leader’s daughter from near death and was on the run with her. 

How was he to know where one small act would lead? All he wanted was to keep under the 
radar at the embassy and hunt for antiquities. It was Egypt after all, the peaceful Cairo he loved. 
Who knew the General would grab power overnight, a man as famous for his gourmet cooking as 
he was for his fundamentalism—though soon his feminist daughter, Azhara, would test that faith.  

All of a sudden everybody wants Parrish. The junta for murder; Islamists for blasphemy; 
The State Department just wants him gone…but common Egyptian people desperately want to 
believe—and that’s the problem. 

Unexpectedly something bigger is happening, something profound. Parrish is evolving into 
an enigmatic new person and it sweeps him into events he never before could have imagined.
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thE ArchitEct of LAw



There are many Arabic terms used throughout essential to the story, most of which are well 

defined in the text. I have put together a glossary so that any unfamiliar ones can be clarified since 

it has been found passing a word that is not understood will cause one to have trouble reading.

thE Light of StArS      1

A fAr off Storm     15

moon And tidE      35

fingErPrintS of SPiritS     58

SiLEnt firE      76

thE furiES      96

mEn with gunS      120
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C O N T E N T S



There is a far off storm

Where it is night

Where the moon has slipped off

Into extreme distances

Falling deftly to the sea below 

Leaving its ivory image 

Seared into the self as beauty’s imprint

Where haze and restlessness mingle 

With waters constantly migrating 

Neither destination nor origin known

Eternal. Vigilant. Only to move on

Here is where purpose lies

 

Purpose and redemption

Motive and alibi
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thE crumPLEd whitE PAPEr wAS StiLL in thE PockEt of hiS coAt. A 

child lay dying in his arms. “Not me!” he whispered as eyes like arctic seas 
darted into the desert night. “I’m not the one!” His protest was muted by 
brittle wind. Lights flared in the distance. The air smelled of dust and sage 
and saffron. Words seethed through clenched teeth. “…damn message!” 
Circumstances had escalated beyond his control. Regret gripped him. 
He felt sick. The decision made by some faceless entity mired in the 
government office…he would never forget. Never. If that other man, the 
nameless one, had been able to cut it this would not have happened and 
life would not have changed—it would be like it was. Erskine Parrish 
MacKenzie thought of it all as he plunged into the vortex and through the 
events that followed he would remember one thing forever: how brilliant 
the light of stars that night.

White sands had drawn a pale windy scythe against the azure sea. 
Not a soul was visible. He had been silent witness to the great curve of 
Africa pounded by white cap waves under relentless sun as he descended 
for the final approach. Jet engines whined. It had only been three days ago.

 His destination, the yacht, lie in the warm sanguine waters—tinted 

I thE Light of StArS
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by a red tide—off Safi, Al Maghrib, two hundred miles south of the 
nearest airport at Casablanca. A sirocco had been up for a week and left 
the region desiccated. He had tumbled down the chuck-holed two-lane 
highway that wound along the coast with hot air blasting out the vents. 
The Arab had promised cool relief of air conditioning when he first 
rented the car. Nothing outside the cities was in good repair. He should 
have known better. Blue phosphorous white water reflected brightly when 
headlights, the surf, and the shore collided. The ship, his destination, 
was a ghost. It had undergone an expensive retrofit to preserve its life. 
Once it had been used to transport bullion by German socialists and then 
had been the private yacht of a Turkish businessman who spent his final 
years plying the Dardanelles. The South American mahogany in which 
its bridge, dining, and first class staterooms were trimmed was no longer 
available; the brass fittings were a luxurious anachronism, and the teak 
decks from Indonesia that ran seamlessly up against iron bulkheads were 
irreplaceable treasures from a vanished era. The vessel had lain in dry 
dock at Istanbul for twenty-five years as a sort of shrine until it was bought 
by Muhammad Abd al’ Rashid.

It was much later when perspiration and spice had wafted through 
the bus mixed with strong odors of gasoline and exhaust from the open 
windows—by which fiery gusts raced never seeming to penetrate the 
interior. The noise of the highway ran uninterrupted. Each passenger 
a refugee from devastating defeats clinging to destinations up ahead—
landmarks in the mind. Salvations. Unmistakable wonder filled their eyes. 
Their faces were bathed by tiny amber running lights that glowed in the 
cabin against a landscape of rushing distances.

During the journey he could not have imagined that it was possible: 
having been lulled by the rhythm of the tires, mesmerized by the spectacle 
of starlight stretching out over the desert for what seemed like thousands 
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of miles, and being confidant that terrible things only happened to others. 
The mob. But they, the faceless proselytes of terror of whom there is an 
endless stream, had materialized in the road as if chimera flitting by in 
the deep cobalt of night, which at first Parrish thought they were. That 
morning he had unwisely consumed two whiskeys and a croissant—a rare 
event instigated by some overwhelming need—and had not eaten again 
all day. He had placed his hands flat against the white marble top to the 
bar to feel its coolness in the restrained heat of morning and had looked 
at his ring whose inscription read, “St. Eustatius College”, where he had 
taken his degree in theology. They came later. It was much later that they 
appeared. Long after the meeting on the yacht where the sea was pregnant 
with sweetness and after his car had died ignobly on a bleak stretch leaving 
him stranded with a pressing itinerary and running behind the time. They 
had swept across the headlights of the lumbering bus as apparitions in 
flaming scarves painting the shadows with terror and uncertainty. The 
light of the full moon washed over them. The frenzy of the wind whipped 
their rage. The windshield shattered. Harsh staccato cracks punctuated 
the serenity of the desert nightfall. Shots fired seemed unreal. Echoes. 
Reflections. Memories. Blood. But that was later.

Earlier, when he had arrived, children scurried at his heels. They 
followed him all the way out to the rock jetty that ran up from the quay 
where the yacht was moored. The air was thick and still in between gusts, 
pungent with the smell of fish and seabirds. Grimy fingers pulled at his 
elbows and chattering mouths mechanically chanted the incantations 
that had worked before, that had paid off in cash. But Parrish could see 
immediately what their eyes revealed: they were elsewhere—not begging, 
not doing what had to be done, but instead dreaming of the future like 
all children. No different than it had always been except for the huge 
desalinization plant that loomed over the ancient harbor at Safi as a 
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reminder of which century they walked through.
Earlier still it all began. The day before Parrish arrived it had snowed. 

Washington DC was cold—far into its winter. The last thing he had wanted 
was an unexpected assignment. Once again he scanned the white paper 
trying to read meaning into it that was not there. The sheet was frayed 
where it had been folded and unfolded so many times. Finally, he stuffed 
it back into his pocket and disappeared inside a massive post-modern 
building of chiseled, red-flecked, matched granite stone. He had been 
greeted by a city of white where for an instant the crush of poverty and the 
soot of a crumbling social infrastructure was suspended by nature’s hand 
and faces radiated with a fragile hope. He hated the cold now that he’d 
become acclimated to the Nile delta and missed the early suppers sipping 
Pernot in outdoor cafes and haggling over prices with the unlicensed 
antiquities dealers who inhabited the fringe between the legitimate and 
the black market.

Outside his hotel traffic snarled. Voices were chilled with frosty 
breath. Tempers radiated. He remembered the rasping black man with no 
legs holding out a cup with his hand in a fingerless knit glove spouting off 
to no one, “…fine lookin’ pussy, fine lookin’ pussy I’d ever seen…” Parrish 
knew it was a religious question rife with the moral ambiguities that 
had finally gotten to him, but he had left all that behind. So he thought. 
Lingering memories make people cling to a home–he had none except 
adopted places. They require the bitter of the street to be harsher and the 
disenfranchised to rage at the world in which they have no voice more 
voraciously for their permanence. He forced his eyes ahead. The economy 
was strong however, the strongest in twenty-five years he was assured on 
the television news that morning as he watched ice crystals melt on the 
window of his room. He didn’t care, didn’t give a good goddamn. And 
what’s more couldn’t remember when he did, but he knew he had. Once. 
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“I don’t give a shit.” He sputtered into the mirror through the white lather 
on his face as he stood completely naked flexing all of his muscles until at 
last he relaxed and finished shaving.

Cold winds ended up here—made their homes in the vapor plains 
outside the tall buildings where humans cocooned themselves from the 
real. Hawks rested beneath the overhangs targeting unwary pigeons 
passing from one plaza to the next seeking a handout. Zeroing in on 
these fat trawlers was effortless. The sprawling city below seethed under 
its coat of white. Pedestrians in the street left their marks, each one a 
story untold, and automobile tracks drew stripes across them in turn 
racing to mysterious destinations until through the falling snow a vision 
of migration became etched in wildly animated lines leaving a tattooed 
impression of the human symphony that boiled all around. Soon it was 
lost in the flurries only to begin again a mirror of the reaching and the 
departures, triumphs and defeat. Life was fleeting and it made him 
anxious. 

Parrish had been summoned from the embassy in Cairo to the offices 
in Washington. His ire was raised by this act that he considered a blow to 
his personal sovereignty. The Deputy Chief of Mission for the Central 
Middle East, known by the acronym DCM, was the perpetrator. No one 
can argue with an acronym. That was five days before his unexpected 
jaunt down the North African coast. He glanced one more time at the 
full wall-sized iridescent television screen in the hotel room where in 
frustration he had hoped to get some current news. Evening prayers were 
on. The anchorman could be seen bowing his head piously beseeching the 
Almighty to cleanse him of sin in silent exaltation. Hymnal music droned 
in the background. Key lights shone off his balding summit. Suddenly 
white noise and static ripped across the screen as Parrish climbed into his 
overcoat and threw a scarf around his neck clicking the remote off and 
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tossing it down in disgust as he slammed the door.

*   *   *   *

“al’ Rashid is just like all the rest of us,” the woman chortled while 
leafing through a file, “except, of course, he’s filthy rich.” 

“Entertains women on that yacht…and drinks.” A man interjected.
“Can’t blame him. There’s not even any liquor on Middle East bound 

flights now.”
“That’s right. Everyone was getting so stink-assed…couldn’t 

disembark without help.”
“…storing it up I guess.” A chuckle rippled through the room. 

“Squirrels!” Secret knowing looks passed between them. 
“Faith doesn’t deny…in moderation.” A heavy man responded 

through his teeth. The effort to keep a friendly smile betrayed an 
undercurrent of hostility behind his sated eyes. “Praise Jesus.”

“I’ll never forget his handshake!” The woman pursed up her mouth 
until light sparkled off her dark lipstick. “Never.” The little shudder of 
sexual energy she kept to herself. 

They moved incessantly. Restlessly. The four men and three women 
that waited stiffly in the conference room trussed up in business suits of 
grays, blues, and charcoals with tight collars and ill fitting jackets that 
pulled under the arms and back off their necks. It was warm—stuffy. 
There was a slight sweet scent of humus in the air. Recessed lights beamed 
low across a long table of briar wood veneer casting subtle shadows on 
faces. On the wall outside was inscribed, “U.S. State Department Office of 
the Under Secretary for Political Affairs”.

She in her late forties with an unwavering perspective paced. The 
muscles of her legs rippled with each step—blonde hair was sculpted back 
off her face in waves. Stray wisps floated past clear eyes in the air. The 
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outline of her was painted against a wall of windows through which the 
last glow of the sun could be seen searing tempestuous clouds above the 
skyline of the capital. She was the Crisis Manager.

After three years acting as Under Secretary without official 
congressional sanction, a ceremony that was indefinitely postponed, 
Karine Russo was imperturbable. When asked at her first confirmation 
hearing how she could perform in a position she could be relieved of at 
any time she replied, “Life perpetually straddles extinction.” So deep were 
her sanctuaries that light could not penetrate. Often she would drift into 
sleep dreaming of ringed mountains rising far beyond the tree line whose 
immutable rock faces were scarred by tiny lichen beneath ice and snow 
and of ceaseless winds that blew dual symphonic refrains off the crags. 
Her breast would rise and fall with the rhythm of night. It was the only 
way. She could not sleep without these visions. Perhaps it was the drone 
of the expressways: the ten gridlocked lanes of glittering lights undulating 
off in all directions for as far as anyone could see, or the air tainted with 
soot and poison gasses. Stories were all she had because the forests had 
vanished. They lived in memory now to help men sleep.

“Touch me, will you?” The encroaching cold permeated the warm 
room. A night shiver danced along her spine. Without preamble she had 
spoken to the man who was standing next to her at the window watching 
the eventide. Her voice was intensely private. She did not raise her eyes 
from the blank stare that could not have penetrated the glass.

Collin Murdoch, a man to whom the foibles of others was an 
anathema, frowned. It was not the thought of touching that offended him. 
He was, after all, a global traveler and had spent a decade in the Middle 
East rubbing elbows with the conflux of humanity: his robustness was 
a matter of pride and he based his self concept on the image of physical 
ability, even though somewhere in his mid-fifties his center of gravity 
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had shifted. The ultimate truth was that he had a great disdain for most 
people. They simply failed to meet his expectations. Nature, however, had 
compensated for this blemished character by omitting certain details in 
his make up; one of which was the ability to truly grasp the seriousness of 
a situation. Accordingly, he had a reputation as a consummate diplomat 
by reason of unflappable handlings of the most delicate matters—
circumstances that bypassed any deeper understanding by him. Being 
the Chief of Mission for the Central Middle East—an Ambassador for 
Christ’s sake—he did not think it correct to be addressed so intimately 
but he reached out and touched Karine Russo’s shoulder as if an addict 
reaching for a fix yet consumed with apprehension at such a personal 
gesture towards his superior. She was a complex and private woman who 
so carefully guarded her own individuality that he had trouble recognizing 
the true significance of her request. 

“Are you alright?” He offered as she grasped his hand and pressed it 
against her bosom.

“For a moment…” He felt her shudder—it made him embarrassed. 
He shifted his weight and glanced around the room. Collin faced her. 
She did not move but stood clasping his hand to her warm breast and he 
prayed none of the others were looking. She breathed heavily and a single 
tear materialized in the corner of her eye. “…for a moment I felt dizzy. 
Actually I…” turning abruptly to him without releasing his hand, “it’s all 
the voices.” 

At that moment he remembered the scent of musty roses and the 
thought rushed by of taking back his hand, but the intimacy of her look 
paralyzed him. “And here I thought it was serious,” he stammered.

“Of course I’m alright!” She looked at him with incredulity and 
dropped his hand. 

A fury blustered in him but dissipated almost immediately its 
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intensity quickly spent. “Nervous energy I guess.” When he was younger 
he would not have stood for such affront, but now—middle age allowed 
him to forgive whole categories of insults. The spirit was there but not the 
energy anymore.

She imagined the bull-necked man with his Gallic profile and swarthy 
complexion standing across from her at one of the five-star restaurants he 
was always raving about robotically swirling over-priced Bordeaux under 
his nose, (“It releases the keytones!”), preparing to satisfy every sensation 
and longing he had ever known at one sitting. For him she could imagine 
no tomorrow; everything was right now, immediate. She, on the other 
hand, was never satisfied. The contempt she felt for self-centered men 
knew no bounds. It was the crux of the problem between them.

Karine swiveled on one heel to the window absorbing waves of 
scintillating lights sounding off the city night. In her mind boiled thoughts 
of the young Saudi PETEC minister who was the cause of her anxiety. 
OPEC had ceased as an effective producers’ consortium shortly after the 
last war being riddled with internal squabbles over politics and religion. 
Its progeny was PETEC—Petroleum Exporters Technology and Energy Cell. 

Commodities traders coined it The Cell. 
“He is not within our reach at the moment,” she stated as if continuing 

an interrupted dialogue to Collin’s surprise as he was expecting something 
deeply personal to be revealed, “…even managed to disappear during 
Ramadan…and for three days of the Hajj, but since his return to the 
yacht…after such pious abstinence can we be sure he’ll stay put for a 
while?” She spoke to the Ambassador without the slightest regard for his 
opinion.

“He does like the company of women I understand,” toasting the air 
with his glass knowing immediately of whom she spoke, “not one of the 
pillars of the faith.”
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“Rumors.” Her eyes narrowed at the thought of the Arab’s infidelity. 
“For a cause men have laid down their tools and left their home…” she 
murmured to herself some long ago verse that once had meant something. 
“He is a man with no moral essence and cannot be trusted.”

“Perhaps.” Collin Murdoch sipped from the rim of his glass. “But also 
a highly regarded strategist—PETEC members put their decisions largely 
in his hands. He has played a key role in reducing the bickering among his 
fellow oil ministers. A major cause of OPEC’s demise if you recall.” 

“Did you know that the share of total financial wealth held by the 
bottom eighty percent of the families in this country has declined to below 
five percent? And the top one percent increased their share to nearly sixty 
percent? Compounding this, the globalization of capital has aggravated 
tax avoidance by the arbitrage of funds between countries. Mr. al’Rashid 
and colleagues are obsessed with maximizing the return on capital without 
regard to national identity, political, social or religious consequences. He’s 
a vulture: no restraint, no sense of propriety between profit and nature. A 
danger—Muhammad Abd al’ Rashid,” she rolled the name on her tongue, 
“a threat to us and a risk to regional economics.” She faced the Ambassador 
with an exasperated look and hung there suspended as if a bird in mid air 
with no legs to land on. “We must do something,” then added with no 
attempt to hide her disdain, “you must do something.”

“He should be here any moment.” The Chief of Mission replied 
somewhat belligerently despite himself and appeared to be on the verge of 
laughter, but as anyone knows who has suffered grief or any of the darker 
emotions it was only the turbulence being held back. The sense of failure 
that had dogged him all his professional life welled inside. Vodka slid 
soothingly down his throat and helped numb the futile weakness. It had 
begun slowly, but then as he felt the nihilistic grip of defeat grasp him he 
discovered that alcohol helped him hover above it—supported his self-
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respect. Never mind that it left him dull witted, slow to decide, and with 
a headache most of the time…except when he was drinking of course. 
He would handle his responsibilities here in Washington and as soon as 
possible return to the villa in the Azores where some minor officials of 
the Arab League were in conference. In the company of equals he could 
be understood. “I spoke to Erskine last night at his hotel.” You bitch, he 
thought as his eyes blazed hatred toward the woman who stood before 
him unmoved.

Parrish entered the building shivering. Angry. Detached. The blast 
of warm air that greeted him did nothing to take away the chill. Even in 
the cramped elevator that soared so rapidly it made his ears pop—where 
the breath of people lingered—the heat did not dispel the cold winter that 
lie outside. He had lost his resistance to low temperatures and shuddered. 
The doors to the conference room burst open. 

“I’m not late?” Parrish yanked up the sleeve of his coat and glared at 
his watch. “I’m not late.” 

The meeting in Washington seemed lifetimes ago viewed through 
the blur of kaleidoscopic images that had led him to this moment. The 
hot wind. Kneeling on the sand. The old bus back in a ditch somewhere 
its tires shot out. The crumpled landscape of a young girl lying in his 
arms bleeding crimson. In his memory was the constant of the seeking, 
the pursuit of the indefinable—neither love nor conversation, riches nor 
excitement—nothing in the end had more to give than simply a long 
embrace. Until now. Everything pivoted on this moment and time held 
it all in the future. Held its breath. Waiting. Until now. Moments that 
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overlapped like scales cascading down a Mexican blue lizard’s spine each 
one filled with perceptions of the chase; like sequins sewn one by one onto 
a beautiful woman’s evening gown, undulating when she walked, clouding 
the absolute continuity of events as they may have occurred; like swells 
out across the white water sea blowing fury with a gale each folding one 
into the other eternally—instant upon instant, multitudes of instants all 
compounded to the infinite degree and then still more would be needed to 
make up all the time he had lived. When he was centered he remembered 
the longing, reaching never touching, streets without names, alleys, great 
brawling cities rising up out of nowhere as huge dusty behemoths shaking 
the earth beneath them with the power of men. The men who built cities. 
Other men whose quest had been somehow fulfilled. Yet he was left with 
just the burning. It gave him only enough impulse to move forward in life 
when reason failed.

“Can’t you stop that damn wailing!?” He spat into the wind rocking 
the unconscious girl—frantically searching—knowing that inexplicably 
the others crowded around him in the desert night were looking to him. 
“I’m not the one.” He beseeched them silently.

“The girl’s mother…”
“What?!”
“It’s the girls mother…” the man with near ebony skin jerked his 

thumb in the general direction of the sounds, “the one who’s crying…” He 
shook his head compulsively unable to bear the tragedy. “God is merciful. 
God is good.” Moonlight shown off his oily forehead and his teeth glinted 
bright ivory next to the gaping hole where one was missing.

The girl’s mother began the high trilling with her tongue and the 
keening rose in the air and was carried off by the sirocco. From the 
distance, came an answer—a kindred survivor of the attack was also 
stranded alone—and then another, like wolves. Their grief and terror 
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found voice intertwining above them sailing into the ether. Parrish looked 
down at the anguished girl. She could not have been more than ten and 
her skin was flawless in the starlight free from the wrinkles that years of 
injustice gave and she lie still, breathing laboriously with a slight sweet 
scowl on her face. A bullet had found her abdomen where now it was 
burning poison and though he pressed his hand firmly over the wound 
the flow of blood would not be stanched. It was certain she would die, and 
yet expectancy bristled in the air with the desperate pleas to turn back 
time. There it was. He could not stanch the flow of moments. Surely they 
knew this, he thought in panic, yet they looked to him. 

“Not me.” He whispered violently.
Until that instant he had not realized the meaning of true fear. Now it 

settled upon him as if fog upon a sodden bay. Coldness hurried in, though 
the night wind was still aflame, and he was mysteriously shivering with a 
torrent of energy. His life appeared devoid of purpose as it was reflected 
from the tender embrace and he recoiled from it sensing an abyss too 
near—one in his arms and one in his mind. Out across sage into the 
obscure distances where his eyes burned with the injustice of mortality, 
with the injustice of his own failures, where the only light was that of 
stars, were the fevered young men. That was when it occurred to him they 
might be watching, they might be—suddenly he scoured the shadows for 
any flicker of movement and every sound was amplified into a thousand 
different nuances each one setting him off causing his eyes to search 
frantically. He was seized by anxiousness and an overwhelming need to 
survive, which was something he had not felt in a very long time.

Parrish was looking at the girl sprawled in his arms. “Do you hear 
anything?”

The man with the missing tooth whose head was cocked back 
scanning the night replied instantly as if they were of one mind. “Nothing.”
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“Will they return?”
“In-sha Allah,” the man said, “If God wills.”




